Survey: Parental Survey (Lockdown)
Date: February 2021

1. My child is set appropriate work daily.

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

40
32
5
1

51%
41%
6%
1%

Needs to be more differenicated for his needs
The work itself is appropriate however there is way too much in the way of school work and homework
especially for a reception age child.
Really easy to follow lessons in all subjects!
I think the level or work set is achievable for anyone homeschooling at my child's age
There is too much
I think the workload is far too stressful and overwhelming.
A good range of subjects. The prerecorded lessons are great as we can watch them a few time over if we
need to. And pause them
Friday seems top heavy in regard to writing - see feedback below
There is a lot more work this time
Too much
i think olivia has a lot to do in a day as itys hard to get her to fouse at home and alexa could do with abit
more as she is done within the hour
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2. My child has the opportunity for live face-to-face contact with their class teacher daily
(e.g. Zoom, Microsoft Teams...).

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•
•

56
22
0
0

72%
28%
0%
0%

My child does but this is very short and only for 10-15mins
We struggle to find the time with all the work that is set.
The daily zoom sessions have been great!
Fantastic idea and it is nice for the children to see/talk to their class mates
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3. My child receives personal feedback about their work.

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

48
30
0
0

62%
38%
0%
0%

Always got positive feedback with advice about what to do next time to be even better. Teacher has high
standards
Sometimes it's days later
My child has been given next steps to do and improve. The teachers wants their best!
Feedback sometimes needs to be more positive. Critising him for handwriting is cruel when he was
struggling and crying
We receive constructive and rewarding comments on every piece of work!
Sometimes the feedback is a smiley face, which is appreciated by my child but words tend to have a much
better effect in reward
Lots and lots of feedback which is fantastic
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4. I can contact my child's class teacher when needed.

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•
•

58
20
0
0

Always available on Dojo and the other end of the phone
Teacher always respond quickly to any messages sent
Don’t always get a response from one of his teachers
With very fast responses
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5. School offer a variety of subjects for home learning.

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•
•

51
27
0
0

65%
35%
0%
0%

It would be helpful if Oak provided worksheets for the children to complete
There is a variety however, there is far too much when parents have full time jobs and other children
Too many for him to do
There could be more focus on maths
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6. School have provided support to access online learning.

I have not needed support
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•

22
40
15
1
0

28%
51%
19%
1%
0%

I know people have been given laptops when requested and he’ll with getting on the internet
Online lessons on a video platform would be more beneficial than the current way of working
More support needed for sen child
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7. My child's class teacher has contacted me personally via Class Dojo or phone call.

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

•
•
•

51
23
2
0

Spoken several times and many messages on dojo
We have only had this via a parents evening call
We held a parents evening recently which was positive
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8. Please leave any further feedback in the box below (optional):
•

Very happy overall.

•

My child class teachers have been absolutely amazing during lockdown not only them but her Head Teacher
too, he's gone above and beyond for the all children and families.

•

The school has be fantastic through the difficult time of home learning as it’s not easy for the parents at
home

•

I can only praise the commitment from the staff for fully keeping the children involved in the daily school
routine they all have gone above and beyond but we really need them back in the school environment

•

Instead of having to write questions out in maths for example word problems, could the kids not just show
their working out and answer. It is maths not writing, would this time not be better spent doing another
maths activity like time table rockstars?

•

There is a lot of work that is expected from us to complete, it’s sometimes really hard to keep up on class
dojo, and there is a lot to find. There is links to click, books to find, upload photos, videos. It’s really intense.

•

It's nice how Mr Wallace has visited children and sent postcards - colleagues are surprised at the
engagement and spread of subjects. In terms of tools provided, Class Dojo is okay for submitting work but it
can be very hard to keep track of important posts/work set even the same day if there has been a lot of
activity because it doesn't have any bookmarking function.

•

Teachers respond fast when you have a question plenty work could possibly do with maybe a zoom class for
say maths or English may help the children (like mine) who are struggling to find the motivation at home to
do any work without constant help which is sometimes impossible

•

Could a video be uploaded of the children reading once per week instead of daily. Daily is a lot to ask as well
as everything else we are doing at home. As in lockdown 1 can the children be given daily dojos for
uploading each subject of work to keep them motivated and incentivised to work hard from home and
complete work in all subject areas including geography, science, art and PE.

•

These are just suggestions that would make my life slightly easier as a parent that works full time from
home: It would be helpful if worksheets could be uploaded as PDF's as well of screen shots making it easier
to print for those who have access to a printer. Also could the workload be more evenly distributed children seem to get one large piece of writing to complete on a Friday - It is really hard to get them to focus
on this and complete it when they have been working so hard all week and its stop start, stop start between
zoom and PE. Could this piece of work not be distributed over 2 days - i.e. complete and submit a draft on
Thursday for feedback then write it up in neat on a Friday including any feedback received? (Y6) Daily
reading - rather than having to upload a daily video of the children reading can they not go on to Epic for 10
minutes a day which could be monitored by school or send a photo of their reading diary signed by a parent
(Y6) Could the reading activity include 2 weekly sessions of reading plus instead of a short summary of a
chapter of their reading book then 2 days later a longer summary of the same chapter of their reading book
(Y6) Could part of the maths warm up activities include a weekly session on TT rockstars (Y2) A learn a new
life skill day once per month were the children get to do something more practical.

•

Often material provided by the teacher (via video or documentation) has had grammatical and mathematical
errors that have had to be pointed out. This is confusing for my child when I'm having to explain the teacher
is incorrect when teaching them.

•

the staff at school have been so supportive over lockdown with home learning
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•

Hindley J&I have been fantastic from day one as a parent of a child who is in school 3 days and at home 2
days I feel like we are both full supported. Nothing is too much trouble and I can't thank the school enough
for keeping as much structure as possible for the children

•

Great work under difficult circumstances- thanks for everything.

•

Very good school and only want the best for the children and parents needs

•

The school as a whole have been absolutly amazing, ive had messeges of support and phonecalls of both my
childrens teachers. The head teacher ,mr wallace is just terrific he went out of his way and visited ever single
one of his pupils with a special award and treat to cheer them all up this horrible time. The school have done
amazing and im so happy that my two children go to hindley j&i school.

•

Excellent how all the staff are doing their best to make sure the children all get a good education and make
sure they all healthy and doing well with all their home learning its brilliant

•

The work is very good on what the teacher sets Daily if you need any support need a question Answering
they are always there

•

It’s been a very difficult time and Jacob and my self are trying really hard with the home work and can only
do the best we can has there is so much to do and I have other children at home and daily things to do hope
you understand and thank you for your help x

•

Some sen children without EHCs need to attend and not given this option this time even though he is
struggling

•

Brilliant setup for home learning . My only feedback is . since all lessons are only online it becomes difficult
to catch up with the lessons because they are left to figure out things themselves and most parents are
working. So the lessons can be less challenging and a bit more slow pace. My only fear is the kids should not
give up if they are not able to finish one day of the work. In simple words .. amount of work given is perfect
but lessons can be repeated so they practice and ponder more to get perfection.

•

The school have done an amazing job migrating to Virtual lessons under very difficult circumstances

•

I am really happy with how the online learning is going. Everything set is Easy accessible

•

Thanks to you all for your hard work.

•

I think they are doing an excellent job under the circumstances

•

Very impressed with the way the school have managed this whole situation. Teachers are on hand every day
snd do the very best to help.

•

The school have done a great job in helping the children stay engaged with their work. The zoom classes are
also good. Well done to everyone

•

The school have been very supportive and are always contactable when help is needed.

•

The school have done a lot to meet the requirements of offering the same education as if the children are
attending school

•

There is far too much work and homework for reception age children. During lockdown the school work is on
overload and is more than those in school get. And the homework when in and out of lockdown is just
overwhelming for us as parents and for my children as well. They struggle to keep attention and get
overwhelmed so easily when at home especially with work.
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•

Keep up the work

•

Brilliant home learning

•

Plenty of work, offer of additional support from school to all family whether that's laptops or data or
resources, teachers have been fantastic at providing some fun too with 'the masked singer' and words of
encouragement, my son was especially delighted when he personally recieved a reward at home thanks to
mr Wallace. Fantastic school!

•

I think the school is setting an excellent example of how to get little ones through this pandemic in the best
possible way. We receive all the support that we need and my child is doing really well because of the efforts
from school and making it easier for us at home!

•

Home schooling is beneficial for our child as we can afford the time needed to ensure she completes and
fully understands the work set. If this time could not be afforded in full then it could become a struggle for
anybody. Overall, the work set for my child is very good and we tend to do extra work with her, in particular
with Maths which has brought her on greatly

•

Hindley J & I school have always been a fantastic school to be part of, but this last year, we as parents are
blown away with the work and dedication that the teachers have given us. The support from them has been
outstanding and even though we have been home schooling, we feel more connected with the school then
ever. Much appreciated for all their hard work.

•

The school are doing fantastic in this worrying time, keep it up

•

I believe the school are doing a wonderful job. I don't know whether it's the change of teacher or the change
of method from the first Lockdown but what helps me as a working parent is when my child can work
independently. When they have to navigate a number of different websites to do work this is practically
impossible. Mrs Grioli is not doing this, she gives the children everything they need in the post when she sets
work. She is, in fact, awesome! Tyler looks forward to Zoom meetings, feels connected and she never fails to
reply. If all teachers are doing it as well as her, you've nailed it! The visits from Mr. Wallace were absolutely
amazing too!

•

Can't praise all of the staff at Hindley J&I enough! And what an amazing Head Teacher they have!

•

I feel she is set far too much and struggles to get it all done.

•

These teachers are doing an amazing job. Well done hindley j and I
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